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“We give students who already 
know the material the highest 
grades, yet they are often the ones 
who have learned the least”



Our perverse obsession – grades 
and current achievement
• Grades do not promote learning

• They promote stress
• They don’t tell students how to get better
• They promote a ‘fixed mindset’

• Current achievement celebrates the wrong thing
• Demotivates students at each end of the ability spectrum
• Our top students make the least progress
• We have many schools and students that are ‘coasting’



Terminology

• Rubric = set of skills (indicators) and criteria (student performance)
• developmental rubrics
• Most rubrics are very badly written and won’t support this process

• Theoretical progression = ordering of skills from easiest to hardest based 
on teacher judgement

• Empirical progression = ordering of skills from easiest to hardest based on
student data

• Current achievement = Vygotsky’s “Zone of Actual Development”
• Progress = moving through multiple of Vygotsky’s “Zones of Proximal 

Development”



The Journey

1. Developmental rubrics
2. Single task theoretical progression
3. Single year progression
4. Empirical progression
5. Multi-year progression
6. Reporting progress



Developmental 
rubrics



Knowledge Empathy Writing Vocabulary

Some facts 
given

5+ facts 
given

3+ facts and 2+ 
claims

No empathy

Feelings but 
nothing about 

history

How person felt 
and history 

context

Sophisticated 
sentences

Writes 
paragraphs

Writes intro

Understands 
history concepts

Philosophy or 
epistemology

A few 
keywords

Criteria
Rules

1. Observable
2. No ambiguous 

language
3. No steps
4. One idea
5. No jargon
6. No counting
7. No negative 

language

From bad rubrics to developmental rubrics

Knows content Empathises Writes Uses history terms 
and concepts

Uses history 
concepts 
correctly

Uses cultural 
ideas

Uses historical 
context to describe 
how person from 

history felt

Lists facts
Impairs readability 
with grammar and 

spelling

Writes clear 
sentences

Writes complex 
sentences

Describes 
specific details

Uses evidence to 
support claims

Lists things 
about soldiers

Task: Write a first person piece of historical fiction imagining you were a Spartan soldier

Uses history 
keywords 
correctly

Describes how 
soldier felt



For students:

• Know how to improve
• More meaningful feedback
• Less judgement 

Benefits of developmental rubrics vs. not well-written 
rubrics

For teachers:

• consistent, faster marking
• easier, quicker reporting
• Information to assist targeted teaching

For parents:

• more motivated children
• Better information about how to help
• Know what their child can do

For leaders:

• richer educational interactions between teaching staff
• developmental focus



Challenges for making good 
rubrics
• Existing teacher beliefs about how rubrics are written
• Developing teacher skill in rubric writing
• Good collegial relationships required to write and critique rubrics 

together



Single task 
theoretical 

progression



From good rubrics to a theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes Uses history terms 
and concepts

Uses history 
concepts 
correctly

Uses cultural 
ideas

Uses historical 
context to describe 
how person from 

history felt

Lists facts
Impairs readability 
with grammar and 

spelling

Writes clear 
sentences

Writes complex 
sentences

Describes 
specific details

Uses evidence to 
support claims

Lists things 
about soldiers

Task: Write a first person piece of historical fiction imagining you were a Spartan soldier

Uses history 
keywords 
correctly

Describes how 
soldier felt
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From good rubrics to a theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history terms and 

concepts



From good rubrics to a theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history terms and 

concepts

Lists facts
Impairs readability with 
grammar and spellingLists things about soldiers

Uses history keywords 
correctly



From good rubrics to a theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history terms and 

concepts

Lists facts
Impairs readability with 
grammar and spellingLists things about soldiers

Uses history keywords 
correctly

Describes specific details Describes how soldier felt Writes clear sentences Uses cultural ideas



From good rubrics to a theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history terms and 

concepts

Uses history concepts 
correctly

Uses cultural ideas

Uses historical context to 
describe how person from 

history felt

Lists facts
Impairs readability with 
grammar and spelling

Writes clear sentences

Writes complex sentences

Describes specific details

Uses evidence to support 
claims

Lists things about soldiers

Uses history keywords 
correctlyDescribes how soldier felt



For learners:

• No misconception about similar difficulty of skills
• Better goal setting

Benefits of progressions vs. just rubrics

For teachers:

• Supports targeted teaching
• Know likely learner skill level before having taught it

For parents:

• Easier to understand reporting

For leaders:

• See where teaching resources need to go



Challenges for making single 
task theoretical progression
• Explaining the layout to rubric users if they’re used to using ‘flat’ 

rubrics
• Getting agreement from teachers about relative difficulty



Single
year progression



From theoretical progression to a whole single year 
theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history terms and 

concepts

Uses history concepts 
correctly

Uses cultural ideas

Uses historical context to 
describe how person from 

history felt

Lists facts
Impairs readability with 
grammar and spelling

Writes clear sentences

Writes complex sentences

Describes specific details

Uses evidence to support 
claims

Lists things about soldiers

Uses history keywords 
correctlyDescribes how soldier felt



From theoretical progression to a whole single year 
theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history 

terms and concepts

Uses history 
concepts correctly

Uses cultural ideas

Uses historical 
context to describe 
how person from 

history felt

Lists facts Impairs readability 
with grammar and 

spelling

Writes clear 
sentences

Writes complex 
sentences

Describes specific 
details

Uses evidence to 
support claims

Lists things about 
soldiers

Uses history 
keywords correctly

Describes how 
soldier felt



From theoretical progression to a whole single year 
theoretical progression

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history 

terms and concepts

Uses history 
concepts correctly

Uses cultural ideas

Uses historical 
context to describe 
how person from 

history felt

Lists facts Impairs readability 
with grammar and 

spelling

Writes clear 
sentences

Writes complex 
sentences

Describes specific 
details

Uses evidence to 
support claims

Lists things about 
soldiers

Uses history 
keywords correctly

Describes how 
soldier felt

Understands 
cause and 

effect

Understands 
change and 
continuity

References
sources

Analyses
source

Explains why 
cause led to effect

Describes cause Lists concrete 
source details

Lists cause

Describes source

Uses historical 
context to explain 

source

Recognises 
continuity

Compares change 
and continuity

Evaluates change

Lists author and 
title

Uses 
Harvard/APA

Uses in-text 
citations



From theoretical progression to a whole single year 
theoretical progression – with levels

Knows content Empathises Writes
Uses history 

terms and concepts

Uses history 
concepts correctly

Uses cultural ideas

Uses historical 
context to describe 
how person from 

history felt

Lists facts Impairs readability 
with grammar and 

spelling

Writes clear 
sentences

Writes complex 
sentences

Describes specific 
details

Uses evidence to 
support claims

Lists things about 
soldiers

Uses history 
keywords correctly

Describes how 
soldier felt

Understands 
cause and 

effect

Understands 
change and 
continuity

References
sources

Analyses
source

Explains why 
cause led to effect

Describes cause Lists concrete 
source details

Lists cause

Describes source

Uses historical 
context to explain 

source

Recognises 
continuity

Compares change 
and continuity

Evaluates change

Lists author and 
title

Uses 
Harvard/APA

Uses in-text 
citations

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5



From theoretical progression to a whole single year 
theoretical progression – with level statements

Students at this level can list 
information from historical sources

Students at this level can describe 
historical information

Students at this level can use historical 
information and ideas for comparison

Students at this level can manipulate 
knowledge to make judgements

Students at this level can think 
conceptually about historical 
information



For learners:

• Better goal setting

Benefits of single year progressions

For teachers:

• easily organise ability groups
• Know a student’s likely ability in a skill before assessing

them

For parents:

• can see progress over the year

For leaders:

• see patterns between teachers
• see patterns across years of teaching
• track effectiveness of new pedagogies
• easier to generate than empirical progressions



Challenges for making a single 
year progression
• Writing level statements
• Gathering a whole cohorts’ worth of data over a year



Empirical 
progression



From theoretical progression to empirical progression using 
Guttman analysis

1.1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



From theoretical progression to empirical progression using 
Guttman analysis
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From theoretical progression to empirical progression using 
Guttman analysis
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From theoretical progression to empirical progression using 
Guttman analysis

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Students at this level can list 
information from historical 
sources

Students at this level can 
describe historical 
information

Students at this level can use 
historical information and 
ideas for comparison

Students at this level can 
manipulate knowledge to 
make judgements

Students at this level can 
think conceptually about 
historical information











For learners:

• better ability groupings, if applied

Benefits of empirical progressions

For teachers:

• compare assumptions to reality
• Can learn from incorrect assumptions

• All benefits of theoretical progressions, but increased 
validity

For parents:

• All benefits of theoretical progressions, but increased 
validity

For leaders:

• All benefits of theoretical progressions, but increased 
validity



Challenges for making an 
empirical progression
• Recording assessment data electronically
• Staff ICT skills



Multi-year
progressions



From single year progression to multi-year progression

Two methods:

• Empirical/theoretical combination
• Purely empirical



Explains 
facts

Explains 
source 
context

Writes 
clear 
sentences

Describes 
informati
on

Uses 
cultural 
ideas

Describes 
source

Lists facts Errors 
impair 
readabilit
y

Uses 
history 
words

Uses 
content 

knowledge

Writes Uses 
terms 
and 

concepts

Analyses 
source(s)

Year 7
Uses 
history 
ideas

Explains 
facts

Writes 
complex 
sentences

Writes 
clear 
sentences

Explains 
source 
context

Describes 
informati
on

Uses 
cultural 
ideas

Lists facts Errors 
impair 
readabilit
y

Uses 
history 
words

Describes 
source

Uses 
content 

knowledge

Writes Uses 
terms 
and 

concepts

Analyses 
source(s)

Year 8
Justifies 
explanati
on

Writes 
creative 
sentences

Explains 
facts

Uses 
history 
ideas

Compares 
sources

Writes 
complex 
sentences

Explains 
source 
context

Describes 
informati
on

Writes 
clear 
sentences

Uses 
cultural 
ideas

Lists facts Errors 
impair 
readabilit
y

Uses 
history 
words

Describes 
source

Uses 
content 

knowledge

Writes Uses 
terms 
and 

concepts

Analyses 
source(s)

Year 9
Evaluates  
informati
on

Questions 
history 
ideas

Justifies 
explanati
on

Uses 
history 
ideas

Evaluates 
sources

Compares 
sources

Explains 
facts

Writes 
clear 
sentences

Uses 
cultural 
ideas

Explains 
source 
context

Describes 
informati
on

Errors 
impair 
readabilit
y

Uses 
history 
words

Describes 
source

Uses 
content 

knowledge

Writes Uses 
terms 
and 

concepts

Analyses 
source(s)

Year 10





Empirical 
within year

Theoretical 
between years

Option 1: Empirical / theoretical combination



Option 2: Purely empirical

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Students at this level can list 
information from historical 
sources

Students at this level can 
describe historical 
information

Students at this level can use 
historical information and 
ideas for comparison

Students at this level can 
manipulate knowledge to 
make judgements

Students at this level can 
think conceptually about 
historical information



For learners:

• Can set goals across years

Benefits of multi-year progressions

For teachers:

• More consistent teaching
• between teachers
• Across years

For parents:

• Can see real progress between years
• Not mislead by reporting

For leaders:

• Improve consistency of marking between teachers
• Improve staff data literacy



Challenges for making a multi-
year progression
• Consistent marking (inter-rater reliability)

• Within year
• Between years

• Consistent criteria language between years



Reporting on
progress



Step 4
Students at this level discuss 
historical information in detail and 
use a variety of sources

Step 5
Students at this level can 
apply historical 
knowledge to answer 
questions

Step 6
Students at this level can 
write clearly and explain 
simple historical ideas

Step 3Students at this level can 
make detailed historical 
observations

Andrina Patel – History Progress Report 2029

S2 2018

S1 2019

S2 2019

Av. S2 2019



For learners:

• Motivated to self-improve
• More likely to develop self-regulated learning
• More likely to become a lifelong learner

Benefits of reporting progress

For teachers:

• More consistent teaching across years

For parents:

• Easy to interpret
• Tells them what their child can do
• Gives easy to understand direction for improvement

For leaders:

• More satisfied parent community



Challenge for reporting on 
progress
• It is very different to what people are used to

• Need to educate school community

• ICT platform to be able to display the information in this way



The Journey

1. Developmental rubrics
2. Single task theoretical progression
3. Single year progression
4. Empirical progression
5. Multi-year progression
6. Reporting progress



Rid our education system of our 
perverse obsession
• Promote growth mindset
• Prioritise progress, not current achievement
• Send the message: everyone is on a learning journey



benlawless@gmail.com
lawlesslearning.com


